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A Stand Against Bullying
Local author’s debut teen fiction book on bullying

set to hit Australian high school classrooms.

For more information, publicity copies or to arrange an interview, please contact Rebecca Laffar-Smith
on 0423 037 054 or admin@aulexic.com.au / http://www.aulexic.com.au/media

###

Nadia L. King lives with her family near the Swan River in Western 
Australia and is available for author talks. She loves raising the signal about 
the importance of cyber safety, particularly for teenagers, and the value of 
young lives against the minefield of teenage relationships.

VICTORIA PARK, W.A. - Monday, October 10, 2016 - West Australian 
author, Nadia L. King, celebrates the launch of Jenna’s Truth, published 
by West Australian children’s book publishing house, Aulexic.
Jenna’s Truth is an anti-bullying YA short fiction book for teens
inspired by the tragic suicide of Canadian teenager, Amanda Todd.

Jenna’s Truth is more than just a teen story. It’s a lesson in empathy,
self-awareness, and speaking out about what matters, especially bullying. 
Nadia and Aulexic hope the book can be a powerful tool in Australian 
high school classrooms helping teens navigate the challenging changing 
landscape of social communication in an increasingly digital world.  
To celebrate the launch, Nadia, and her publisher Rebecca Laffar-Smith, 
are holding a free event on Monday, October 10, 2016 from 7pm to 8pm 
at Antz HQ, 732 Albany Hwy, Victoria Park, W.A. 6110.  Bookings are 
essential, for more information visit: http://www.aulexic.com.au/jennalaunch

“Great story which could be widely used to discuss cyberbullying.”
~ Justine O’Malley, Protective Behaviours WA

“I liked the story and can see myself teaching it in the classroom.”
~ Ashleigh Oldfield, Teacher

“Well-written and thought provoking. I can definitely use this with my students.”
~ Mia Maxwell, Teacher


